TRO NO.55/12

Sub: Police Estt-Adhoc DPB –Inclusion of Sri.Thankachan ASI of police in the select list of SI of police (GE) fit for promotion as SI(GE)in respect of Tvpm Range for the year 2011-publishing of-reg

Read: 1.PHQ proceedings No .T4/35629/12 dated 3.5.2012

An Adhoc DPB was convened on 1.3.2011 for the inclusion of Sri.J.Thankachan (T 6457) in the select list of SCPO’s fit for promotion as ASIs of police in respect of Thiruvananthapuram Range for the year 2010. The proceedings was approved by the State Police Chief Kerala vide order No.T4/60824/10 dated 1.6.11 and the select list was published vide TRO No.76/11 dated 7.6.11 and he has been provisionally promoted as ASI of police vide TRO No.77/2011 dated 7.6.11.

On further examination based on the representation put in by Sri.J.Thankachan GSI, it is found that he is entitled to be included in the select list of SCPO’s fit for promotion as ASIs of police in respect of Thiruvananthapuram Range for the year 2008. Accordingly his name was included in the select list of SCPO’s fit for promotion as ASIs of police for the year 2008. His position in the select list of SCPO’s fit for promotion as ASIs of police for the year 2008 published vide TRO No.18/09 dated 21.2.09 was Sl.No.15(a) ie, in between Sl.No.15 Sri.Ramachandran Nair (T 6461) and Sl.No.16 Sri.Vijayakumaran Nair (T 6790) as follows.

SL.No.15  Ramachandran Nair (T 6461)
SL.No.15(a) J.Thankachan  (T 6457)
SL.No.16  Vijayakumaran Nair (T 6790)

Again Sri.J.Thankachan ASI of Police represented that his juniors has already been promoted as SIs(GE). On verification of select list of ASIs of police fit for promotion as Sis of police for the year 2008 his juniors and
seniors have already been promoted as SIs of Police (GE). Subsequently an Adhoc DPB was convened on 26.8.11 for the inclusion of select list of ASIs fit for promotion as SIs of police for the year 20011. The DPB recommended him for inclusion in the select list of ASIs fit for promotion as SIs of police for the year 2011. Accordingly the recommendation roll and proceedings forwarded to the State Police Chief Kerala for approval vide letter No.A1/844/11 TR dated 30.9.11. But the State Police Chief Kerala has not approved the DPB proceedings and returned with direction that “the inclusion of Sri.J.Thankachan, in the select list of SCPO’s fit for promotion as ASIs (GE) for the year 2008 as serial No.15(a) without placing his case before an Adhoc DPB is found irregular. Hence you are requested to place the case of Sri.J.Thankachan before a Special DPB for considering the case for inclusion in the select list of SCPO’s fit for promotion as ASIs (GE) for the year 2008. No other adverse remarks have been reported against him since 01.01.2008. His juniors have already been promoted as SI of police.

In the circumstances a special DPB was convened on 10.1.2012 for inclusion of Sri.J.Thankachan GSI T 6457 in the select list of SCPO’s fit for promotion as ASIs of police for the year 2008. The DPB examined the case and recommended for inclusion of Sri.J.Thankachan GSI in the select list of SCPO’s fit for promotion as ASIs of police vide TRO No.18/09 dated 21.2.09 as Sl.No.15(a) ie in between Sl.No.15 Sri.Ramachandran Nair (T 6461) and Sl.No.16 Sri.Vijayakumaran Nair (T 6790) and promoted as ASI of police.

Subsequently he has been additionally included in the seniority list of ASIs of police (GE) in respect of Tvpm Range as on 1.4.2009 and his original position in the seniority list of ASI of police published vide this office proceedings No.A5/771/03 TR dated 6.1.2010 is Sl.No.225 (a) ie, in between Sl.No.225 Sreekumaran Nair (T 6456) and Sl.No.226 Vijayakumaran Nair (T 6790). As such his position in the select list of ASIs (GE) fit for promotion as SIs of police for the year 2011 is SlNo.74(a) ie, in between Sl.No.74 Sreekumaran Nair (T 6456) and Sl.No.75 Vijayakumaran Nair (T 6790) published in this office order Vide TRO No.38/11 dated 31.3.11.
In the circumstances an Adhoc DPB was convened on 20.3.12 for inclusion of Sri.J.Thankachan ASI T 6457 in the select list of ASI’s of police fit for promotion as SIs of police for the year 2011. The DPB examined the case and recommended for inclusion of Sri.J.Thankachan ASI in the select list of ASIs fit for promotion as SIs of police for the year 2011 as 74(a) ie, in between Sl.No.74 Sri.Ramachandran Nair (T 6461) and Sl.No.75 Sri.Vijayakumaran Nair (T 6790).

Sd/-

Inspr. Genl. of Police, TR.

The District Police Chief, Tvpm City/Tvpm.Rural/Kollam City/Kollam Rural/PTA for necessary action.

Copy to: The State Police Chief, Kerala for favour of information (with C/L)
Copy to: The Additional Director General of Police, South Zone, Thiruvananthapuram for favour of information (with C/L)
Copy to: TRO Register/ Stock file.